The physical properties of glycosyldiacylglycerols. Calorimetric studies of a homologous series of 1,2-di-O-acyl-3-O-(beta-D-glucopyranosyl)-sn-glycerols.
The polymorphic phase behavior of aqueous dispersions of a homologous series of 1,2-di-O-acyl-3-O-(beta-D-glucopyranosyl)-sn-glycerols was studied by differential scanning calorimetry. At fast heating rates, unannealed samples of these lipids exhibit a strongly energetic, lower temperature transition, which is followed by a weakly energetic, higher temperature transition. X-ray diffraction studies have enabled the assignments of these events to a lamellar gel/liquid crystalline (chain-melting) phase transition and a bilayer/nonbilayer phase transition, respectively. Whereas the values for both the temperature and enthalpy of the chain-melting phase transition increase with increasing acyl chain length, those of the bilayer/nonbilayer phase transition show almost no chain-length dependence. However, the nature of the bilayer/nonbilayer transition is affected by the length of the acyl chain. The shorter chain compounds form a nonbilayer 2-D monoclinic phase at high temperature whereas the longer chain compounds from a true inverted hexagonal (HII) phase. Our studies also show that the gel phase that is initially formed on cooling of these lipids is metastable with respect to a more stable gel phase and that prolonged annealing results in a slow conversion to the more stable phase after initial nucleation by incubation at appropriate low temperatures. The formation of these stable gel phases is shown to be markedly dependent upon the length of the acyl chains and whether they contain an odd or an even number of carbon atoms. There is also evidence to suggest that, in the case of the shorter chain compounds at least, the process may proceed via another gel-phase intermediate. In annealed samples of the shorter chain compounds, the stable gel phase converts directly to the L alpha phase upon heating, whereas annealed samples of the longer chain glycolipids convert to a metastable gel phase prior the chain melging.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)